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A  NOTE  ON MULTIVALENCE OF FUNCTIONS  OF

BOUNDED INDEX

GERD  H.   FRICKE

Abstract. This paper examines the relationship between the

concept of bounded index and the radius of univalence, respectively

/j-valence, of entire functions and their derivatives at arbitrary

points in the plane.

1. Introduction. An entire function/(z) is of bounded index if there

exists an integer N, independent of z, such that

f|/">(z)l)       \fM(z)\
max   -! _-   for all n.

osis.vl     /!     I n\

The least such integer ¿V is called the index of f(z). The concept of functions

of bounded index was first introduced by Lepson [4].

For an entire function / and a complex number w let r(w,f)

denote the radius of univalence of f(z+w). Let RN(w) = RN(w,f) =

max0S;SJf {r(w,f{i))}. Then we prove the following results.

Theorem 1. Let f be an entire function. Then f is of bounded index if

and only if there exist an integer N>0 and a constant <5>0 such that

RN(w)~^.ô for all w E C, i.e. for any point in the plane, for one of the first N

derivatives has radius of univalence of at least à.

Theorem 2. Let f be an entire function. Then f is of bounded index if

and only if there exists an integer /?>0 such that f is p-valent in any disc of

radius 1.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. "=>" Let/' be of bounded index. Then, by

[2, Theorem 2],f'(a.z) is of bounded index for any a £ C. Let A^ be the

index of/'(2z) and, for weC, let/(z) = 2"=o an(z-w)n.

Hence, there exists an integer k, O^k^N, such that

K+il = (k + ir\k + 1 + ])T \ak+x+}\ ̂ 2¡ \ak+x+¡\    for j = 1, 2, • • • .
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Now,

Therefore, fory'=l, 2, • ■ • ,

fM(z) - 2 <n - ') ■ ■ • (« -k + i)a¿z - w>>n~k = 2 m* - w?-
n=k i=0

Ji+i\

IM

(k+ 1 + j)<k+j)---(j + 2)\a *+i+ji

(fc + 1)! a,

^ Ü + D
a fc+l+j'l U + if
a

Thus,
*+ii

00 00     i"   ■    _|_    n*+1 00

2 « i&.i á 2    „    im ̂  im 2 (i + J)-v+l2"; = IM ß>

where £>0 is a constant independent of w. It is well known that

2n=2nlcJ<l implies g(z)=z+^%=2 cnzn is starlike univalent in |z|<l,

(compare [1]). Therefore,/<fc)(z)= 2Jüo ¿>;(z—w)> is univalent in [z—w|<

1/2?.
"<=" Choose 7V>0 and <5>0 such that RN(w)^ó for all w e C. Then,

given w eC, there exists an integer k^N such that/(l:)(z) = 2£L0 bj(z—w)j

is univalent in |z— w|<<5. Obviously bx^0 and therefore

is univalent in |z|<l with cx=l. It is well known that then |c„|<en for

n=2, 3, • • ■ , (see [3, Theorem 1.6]). Hence, \bx\^(\bn\¡en) àn~l for n =

1, 2, • • • . Now, iff(z)=Z?=0at(z-wY then

g(z) = J -- ¿»-v = J c«z"
n=l bl

IM
•*JH-ll **+« -   for n = 1, 2,

(fc + 1)! ~ (k + l)\  en en

Hence, f'(z\T) is of index not exceeding ATor £ sufficiently large and thus

f'(z) is of bounded index.    Q.E.D.

3. Proof of Theorem 2. "=>" Let/' be of index N, let b be a root of

f(z) = w, and let/(z) = w+2ñ=i a„(z-b)n. Since/' is of index /V, there

exists an integer Ä: with l^k^N+l such that ]afc|^|a3| fory'=l, 2, • • • .

Let £(z)=2Li (ajak)zn. Then /,(z)=n?=i (z-Ci) for some c; e C. Let

T= {4(^+1 )}v+1. Then there exists a constant r with (2/fc £)"1 ^ r ̂  1 / £ such

that for z with |z|=r we have |z—cj\^(2kT)~1 for y=l, • ■ ■ , k. Thus

|/>(z)|;>(l/2/c£)fc for all |z|=r. Now, for \z\=r,

2 -
n=JH-l ak n=k+l

2 kr ̂  2 r~" <
«=*■+!n=fc+l

y*-r
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Therefore,
1 oo

2|F(z)| = (2kT)~k = -¿- >
a„
_2 zr, for ail |z| = r.

By Rouché's theorem, 2"=i (aJak)zn has the same number of zeros in

|z|0 as P(z). Hence 2iLi ö«z" has at most Ac zeros in |z|<(2A:F)~1 and

yLz) = w has at most k solutions in \z—b\<i(2kT)^1. In general, f(z) is at

most (¿V+l)-valent in \z-y\<{A(N+l)T}-1 for all y £ C. Thus there

exists p^.N+1 such that fisp-valent in any disc of radius 1.

"<=" Let /(z)=2^=0a„(z— w)n be/j-valent in \z—w\<l. Without loss

of generality we may assume a0=0. Then, by [2, Theorem 3.5] we have,

for n=l, 2, ■ ■ • , \an\<A(p)max1<„<p {laj}«2^1, where A(p) depends

only on p. Thus, in general,

l/""(z)l / Af , 2p-i fl/'v)(z)l)    ,
-< A(p)n p    max '-1   for n = I, 2, ■ ■ ■ .

Hence, f'(z/T) is of index p for T sufficiently large and therefore/'(z) is

of bounded index.    Q.E.D.
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